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GEARING UP FOR MAKOM FESTIVAL

Christmas in the City

Preparations are being made for the annual
student revival, Jan. 13-15

Some quick ideas for after-banquet activities
in and around Chicago
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A&E, PAGE 5

WORLD ,
reporI w Sj
Chicago high-rise
fire injures 25
Chicago firefighters
battled a 5-alarm fire early
Monday evening at the
LaSalle Bank high-rise
headquarters in downtown
Chicago, according to Fox
News. Although there were
no reported fatalities, 25
people suffered injuries,
mainly
from
smoke
inhalation.
The fire broke out on
the 29th floor of the building
and soon spread upwards
to the 30th floor. Spraying
water
into
windows,
firefighters were able to
contain the fire to the two
floors. The building did not
have sprinklers installed.
While
the
fire
occurred after a majority
of the company’s 3,000
workers were gone, many
were still inside the building
and needed to be evacuated.
“It was horribly
thick smoke and the halls
were completely dark,” said
Jim Rubens, an employee
who was rescued.

Saudi Arabia ter
rorists attack
Al-Qaeda terrorists
claimed responsibility for the
terrorist attack on the U.S.
Consulate in Saudi Arabia
early Monday morning,
according to CNN News.
Eight people, including three
of the terrorists, were killed
in the attack. No Americans
were killed.
U.S. officials said the
claim was posted on several
websites frequently used by
Islamic militants. The claim
mentioned, “this operation
comes as part of several
operations that organized
and planned by Al-Qaeda
as part of the battle against
the crusaders and the Jews,
as well as part of the plan to
force the unbelievers to leave
the Arabian Peninsula.”

University Place, the honors housing for ONU juniors and seniors, may become all-female residences in the 20052006 school year. Currently, three of the buildings are designated as women's apartments, and two are for men.

Student housing likely to
expand further off campus
Next year,; University Place apartments may become all-womens residences;
qualified males could be assigned to newly-secured, off-campus apartments
By Emily Davis
News writer

Olivet administrators
are considering purchasing
new honors housing for
upperclassmen males, and
converting University Place
apartments and a Grand
Avenue Apartment building
to all-female residencies
for the 2005-2006 school
year to accommodate the
growing number of residential
students and create additional
upperclassmen housing.
“Though everything

is still fluid and no final is final, Associate Dean for
decisions have been made, Student Development Tommy
the University has secured Middendorf indicated that,
additional housing adjacent logistically, this division would
to campus,” Vice President for best utilize the university’s
Student Development Walter facilities.
“Woody” Webb said.
“Women have more
The new housing buildings out at U.P. already, so
would provide an additional it makes more sense for that to
100 beds and would open become all-women’s housing,”
up more room in both the Middendorf said. “Also, we
University Place and Grand have significantly more female
Apartments.
residents than male residents,
Since
2000,
the so it makes sense to give the
university has taken on females more honors housing
an additional 600 resident than men.”
students and, although nothing
With this arrangement,

the women will pick up
approximately 190 additional
beds. This idea, however, has
not been widely accepted
among female students hoping
to live at University Place next
fall.
Sophomore
Bekah
McCoy expressed concerns
about the seclusion of the
women, as did several other
female students, in light of
recent campus crimes.
“It’s really a safety
issue to seclude the girls of
U.P.,” McCoy said. “With the
See HOUSING >PAGE 2
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The GlimmerGlass is the
official newspaper o f the
Associated Students o f
Olivet Nazarene Univer
sity and a member o f the
Illinois College Press A s
sociation. The opinions
expressed in the GlimmerGlass are those o f each
writer and are not neces
sarily held by the Asso
ciated Students Council,
faculty, administration or
students o f Olivet Naza
rene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
POLICY
The GlimmerGlass en
courages readers to re
spond through letters to
the editor. For publication,
letters must be signed and
sent to GlimmerGlass,
Box 6024. The editor re
serves the right to edit let
ters for content, style, and
length. Publication is not
guaranteed. Further inqui
ries may be addressed by
balling the GlimmerGlass
office at campus exten
sion 5315.

men out there, it would just
make the female residents a lot
more comfortable and secure
after this year’s incidents.”
Webb and Middendorf
were aware of this concern for
the female students, and both
indicated thatincreased security
is already under consideration
for the University Place area if
males are relocated.
“We are also still
considering
leaving
one
building of men at the U.P.
for safety, however, right now
two-thirds of the apartments
on Grand are all women, with
no men mixed in with those
groups, and they are in closer
proximity with the community
than the U.P.,” Webb said.
For junior Noelle
Peachey, already a resident of
University Place, security is
not the issue, but rather, losing
the sense of community added
by the male residents.
“Part of the perk of
living at U.P. is the chance to
live with your close friends
right there, whether it be male
or female,” she said. “The
guys just add so much to the
community and it helps give a
real-world feel that isn’t part
of inner-campus residential
life.”
Many male students
are concerned about this
possible division as well,
including sophomore Ben
Smidt.
“It’s hard enough to
see your friends that live in the
apartments already,” he said.
“If the guys are put off campus,
the distance will be enough to
keep them from really getting
to hang out with any of their
friends on the inner campus or
other apartments.”
Both division and.
distance combined make some
male students wary of applying

NEWS
for the honors housing next
year, including student athletes,
such as sophomore Luke
Smith, who acknowledged
how far the apartments would
be from both classes and the
athletic facilities.
“Though the distance
isn’t too much greater for
classes, many students will
have trouble with going back
and forth between the new
apartments and the athletic
fields, which are on the
opposite side of campus,” he
said.
Webb and Middendorf
are also aware of student
concerns with distance.
“In reality, the new
apartments are just a block
and a half west of campus,”
Webb said. “This makes them
just as far from Burke as U.P.
and closer to Burke than the
last building of the Grand
Apartments.”
Middendorf
also
noted that students residing in
the new honors housing would
be issued commuter parking
passes for inner campus
parking privileges and would
still have a regular university
meal plan.
Not all students,
however, are opposed to the
potential honors housing
arrangement. Junior Jordan
Mitchell has no hesitations
about the distance or the
division from inner campus.
“You can be totally
disconnected and live in
Williams or Chapman,” he said.
“It’s a choice of how involved
you want to be on campus and
with campus life.”
Mitchell also indicated
that such an arrangement
resembles those of other
private universities and is just
part of the natural progression
for a growing school.
The
administration
continues to welcome student
feedback, as they have not yet
finalized decisions on the new

Congressman
weds dictator's
daughter
By Jenny Graves_______
News editor
Congressman
Jerry
Weller, who represents the
11th Illinois district, including
Kankakee County, married
Zury Rios Sosa, the daughter
of former Guatemalan dictator,
Efrain Rios Montt, Nov. 20 in
spite of opposition from his
opponents.
According to The
Miami Herald, opponents have
criticized Weller’s marriage
because his hew father-in-law
is known for leading one of the
most gruesome campaigns in
the country’s 36-year civil war,
which slaughtered 200,000
people. He seized control of
Guatemala for 18 months
in 1982-83 and was elected
president of the legislature
twice after his dictatorship.
Currently, he is under house
arrest in Guatemala City,
facing charges of organizing
a violent and frenzied protest
that saw thousands of his
supporters swarm the capital
in July 2003.
Olivet
sophomore
Hannah Ficker lived in
Guatemala with her parents
four and a half years before
moving to Kankakee County.
She and her Guatemalan ties
were horrified when Efrain
Montt ran for the presidency
last year.
“ Everybody that talks
about him is scared of him and
is scared of his past because
all the terror he caused,” she
said.
ABC 7 of Chicago

reported that 11th district
Democratic candidate Tari
Renner made allegations that
Rios Sosa wants to get her
father back in power. Prior
to the wedding, Renner said
Weller should resign from the
House International Relations
Committee and denounce his
future father in-law. Weller,
however,
said
Renner’s
comments were nothing more
than a personal attack on his
fiancée, and his spokesperson
added that Renner owes her a
public apology.
Tricia Miller, an Olivet
student, currently residing
in Washington, D.C. as an
intern for Weller, felt that this
marriage should not concern
Kankakee residents.
“The congressman’s
marriage has no negative
impact on his ability to
represent the people of the
eleventh district,” she said.
“He met an amazing woman,
fell in love with her, and is a
better person because of it. “
Ficker felt it was too
late to bicker about the matter.
“If they’re already
married, there’s nothing they
can do,” she said.
Although they are
now married and will be living
in the U.S., Rios Sosa plans
to hold her position in the
Guatemalan Senate, flying
back and forth to fulfill duties.
“How’s that going to
work?” Ficker asked. “If she
already is in office, I don’t
think she can be in power and
be here [the U.S.].”

Students push fo r recycling
By Abbie Mantor
News writer
Environmentconscious
students
have
expressed hopes for a recycling
program, as the campus is
currently lacking.
According to the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, Illinois has less than a
30 percent recycling rate. The
EPA website claims that Illinois
has no licensed recycling
centers. These statistics may
show why Olivet does not
have a recycling program of
their own.
“Unfortunately, there
is a poor recycling program in
Illinois and institutions must
[recycle] because they believe

it to be good stewardship,
not because they will make a
profit,” Geological Science
& Natural Science Chairman
said. “Thus, it is difficult to
get much enthusiasm for such
a program.”
Ohio State University
sought to overcome the
enthusiasm barrier in 2000
with at intercollegiate recycling
competition. Eachparticipating
school carefully recorded their
recycled materials daily. Per
capita poundage was found
to even out the playing field.
The winners of the 10-week
competition receive bragging
rights for the year and a
trophy.
Olivet junior Emily

Rosner, who is from Glenn
Ellyn, a suburb of Chicago
said, however, that it seemed
ridiculous to criticize Illinois’
program.
“My town has a really
good recycling program.
It seems like a majority of
people take the opportunity to
[recycle] and it’s also free.”
Some Olivet students
are interested in beginning
a recycling program. Two
students are currently working
on a proposal for the board
which should be ready by next
semester.
One
student
acknowledged
that
a
“[recycling] project affects the
school’s finances and seriously

affects its current waste
removal contracts” among
other things. Their goal is to
remain solution oriented.
Other students hope to
begin recycling as well. Junior
Jamie Sugg think she and her
roommates would recycle
newspapers, plastic bottles and
computer paper if they had a
bag or bin in their apartment.
“With four girls in
our apartment, there is a lot of
garbage,” she said.
Sub felt that a central
recycling location would be
inconvenient for outer-campus
dwellers.
“We have enough stuff
to carry to class,” Sugg said.
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Nichols bids United States farew ell
By Daena Stanek
Variety editor
The red, darkly lit
room in Moscow is dead quiet.
People walk mechanically in
a single line and peek over
each other’s heads to catch a
glimpse.
There he lies; Vladimir
Lenin has rested in the 61degree, cooled glass case since
his death 80 years ago.
“He kind of looks like
a wax doll. He looks like he’s
going to sit up and talk to you.
It’s kind of creepy,” sophomore
Rachael Nichols, who visited
the historic sight this summer
on a Missions in Action trip
this summer, said.
Traveling with five
other students and Dr. William
Dean, Dept. Chair of History,
for a few weeks, Nichols
cannot wait to go back. She
won’t have to wait much longer
though; she leaves to study
abroad for the spring semester
in just a few short weeks.
Nichols felt God
calling her study abroad;
where, exactly, was more of
a question. Nichols began
to fill out an application for
Russia but never finished. She
originally intended to study
in Egypt with the Council
of Christian Colleges and
Universities, but received an email denying her application.
“For a few days, I was
completely bummed. I felt
like I was being called to study
abroad and I didn’t understand
why God had laid this on my
heart,” she said.
Just days later, she
received a phone call from
the representative of the
Russian studies program and
was informed of an opening
available for her.
“I had been thinking
about Russia since I’d gone

Sophomore Rachael Nichols traveled with MIA to Russia this summer to witness to an
other culture. Nichols will return to Russia study abroad during the spring semester.
there over the summer. I said
of course I would love to go to
Russia. That was that,” Nichols
said.
Over the summer, the
MIA team taught English as a
second language, worked with
First Church of the Nazarene
in Moscow and helped in
orphanages.
“Visiting an orphanage
for the mentally disabled was
the hardest thing that I’ve
ever done in my whole life,”
she said. “Their whole face
would light up by just giving
them hugs. You could tell in
their eyes that no one had ever
hugged them before. Nobody
cared about them. They’ve
been totally forgotten by the
world, but they still smile.”
Nichols hopes to visit
this orphanage again when she
flies-into Moscow on January
12. A group of 20 students
across the U.S. will then study
for 12 weeks at the University
of Nizhni Novgorod, one of
the leading universities in the

Katt/Mouse

by David Moore

Katt/Mouse

by David Moore
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country.

just trying to find love and
At the end of the acceptance any way they can
semester, the students will take so they become sexually active
an 18-hour train ride to visit and have several abortions, and
St. Petersburg before returning STDs are rampant.”
home.
Nichols experienced
She feels excited witnessing at First Church
about the adventure which will with missionaries Chuck and
be very different than her life Carla Sunburg and their two
back home in Jefferson, Ga.
daughters who are a senior
“There is definitely and sophomore in high school.
a mission field.
In the The oldest daughter will attend
Communist party there was Olivet next fall.
no God. There are so many
Because of the terrible
people who don’t know about
God or don’t know the correct
things about God so there’s
not as high of a moral compass
there.”
The
average
life
expectancy of a female in
Russia is 72 years, but a male’s By Jessica Allison______
Variety contributor
is in the upper 40s to 50s
because of alcoholism. Nichols
For
the
coming
is concerned that the country is
semester,
the
Associated
dying to alcoholism.
“The kids our age are Students’ Council is working
sterile from so many STDs, to promote its role and its
because of such a lack of projects. The mission of ASC
is to represent the student body
God,” she said. “The kids are
to the administration and to
plan events and programs and
to produce the publications of
the student body.
Increasing
student
awareness of ASC’s role
as a voice for all students
is a top priority. According
to VP of Social Life Beth
Johnson, ASC wants to release
information to students in the
Glimmerglass, the TigerTalk
and on Blackboard.
“We feel like we can
do a better job communicating
what we’re Up to and how we
can help you,” Johnson said.
The Council will also
be holding a student forum
in the first weeks of second
semester where students can
share concerns or thoughts
that ASC can work on or voice

conditions, the missionaries
moved as soon as they could
get over in 1990.
They
weren’t even fully trained,
but the Nazarene church felt
that it was important to have a
church in Russia, so they sent
the Midwesterners in.
When the MIA team
visited, the church was already
well established but a lot of
outreach was through English
classes taught by the church.
People from the community
would come and the team
would work their faith into the
communication process.
The Russians would
ask why the team was there,
and they would begin to
explain their mission. Nichols
will travel with a different
group this time. ONU students
Amanda Bosworth,
Carl
McCoy arid Ryan Quanstrom
will be a part of the five student
team making up one quarter of
the entire CCCU group.
While
in
Nizhni
Novgorod, Nichols will take
language, history, political
science and religion classes.
Nichols said, “I’m
really excited to see what God
has planned fipr me, I know
this is His will and I’m going
to learn a whole lot of stuff
and I’m going to come back
changed.”

A S C tackles new
goals in spring ‘05
to the administration.
ASC is hosting the
Makom Festival, a worship
and fellowship experience, on
Jan. 13-15.
Featuring recording
artist Vicky Beeching and
speaker Scott Sherwood, the
event will include art, music,
Scriptural teaching and “a
universally entertaining and
amazing extravaganza on
Friday night,” according to
junior class president Ryan
Beuthin, whose class is hosting
an event in McHie Arena and
Birchard Gymnasium after the
service on Jan. 13.
ASC has talked to
members of the administrative
team about the housing changes
for next year (including
Olivet’s probable purchase
of apartments near Family
Video), the construction of a
new dorm and a new chapel.
ASC
has
also
considered adding a Student
Senate in order to ensure that
students’ needs can be heard.
The ASC council is made
See GOALS> PAGE 4
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Adventure Christian Church expects the unexpected
Elisha tells college
students in her own words
A&E editor about God’s plans.
1 Timothy 4:12 - Don’t
“Just thinking that
let anyone look down on you with God, He can use you
because you are young, but set now. It’s the whole Timothy
an example for the believers in thing, don’t worry about being
speech, in life, in love, in faith, young, but then also to take
and in purity.
responsibility and once you’re
Andy and Elisha graduated or involved in
Hamilton are living examples ministry or whatever to know
of this verse. Andy Hamilton that you are a leader whether
is the lead pastor of Adventure you realize it or not. You are
Christian Church, a church leading someone.and you have
a little over a year old which to take that seriously.”
meets in Movies 10.
Andy grew up in
Andy and his wife Florissant, Missouri while
Elisha moved to the Bradley- Elisha grew up in a farming
Bourbonnais area in January community in Illinois.
of 2003 when they felt God
Both Andy and Elisha
leading them to help plant a are graduates of Johnson
church in the area.
Bible College near .Knoxville,
“If this is being read Tennessee. They met when
by college students something Elisha was a junior and Andy
that I think is important for was a sophomore transfer
them to hear is that we were student.
only 24 years old, and so to not
Andy and Elisha Could
come out of college thinking I not have foreseen the plans that
can’t do anything Until I get God had for them. Andy was
ten years of experience.”
originally interested in youth
By Amanda Shelley
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By Cap'n Slappy

The word on the street
is that Olivet’s own loveable
rap duo “Pushmode” is coming
out with their first album very
soon. I was wondering if you
had the skinny on the release
date?
Ghetto Gail

ministry.
“My senior year I
really didn’t know what I
wanted to do,” Andy explained.
“Originally I went to Bible
college to be that famous
youth minister that everybody
sees preaching at CIY (Christ
in Youth conferences). So
I double majored in youth
ministry and preaching at
Johnson but my senior year
God really stirred my heart to
pursue new church work.”
Andy and Elisha
eventually ended up at Lincoln
Christian Seminary where
they both began working on
master’s degrees—Andy in
church leadership and Elisha
in counseling.
Andy was even serving
a six month interim position at
a little church in Heyworth,
Illinois when the opportunity
to work with Adventure came
up.
“God just began doing
a few really weird things.. .and
it became pretty evident that
don’t exactly have a date. I
asked this one girl but she said
she has to go get her yearly
polio vaccination in Canada.
Now I’m stuck with a ticket
and no girl to go with. How do
you get the ladies?
Desperate Dan

’ Variety writer

i
Well hello my faithful G-funk,
Desperate,
friends, I can see the light at
OT Slappy has been
I
the end o f the tunnel. Either out o f the hip-hop and rap like to stand
that or I ’m standing in the game for quite some time now. at the back
middle o f a railroad track. Why, back in my day I used to door
of
Heck, God only knows how fill in for Jam Master Jay for Williams and
many times that’s happened to the ever so popular Run DMC, wait for ‘em
me! Alright, let’s get on with Heck, nobody ever knew I was to come out.
the questions. Toot toot!
the one filling in for Master J, Then I snag
thanks to voiceovers. You can me a good
Dear Cap’n Slappy,
call your Ol’ Cap ’n the Ashlee one! When
There has been a rumor Simpson o f the hip-hop world. she sees thisi
floating around on campus
face,
she
about our very own Chaplain Dear Cap’n Slappy,
can’t say no.
Benson. It seems he has joined
‘Tis the season that This
year
the ever so popular web journal every man, woman and child I ’m making
site called Xanga.com (name has been waiting for. The an exception
“ChaplainBenson”). Does our Christmas season has grabbed and taking
very own Chap Daddy upkeep me by my soft loving spirit an outsider,
and maintain this site or is it an and given me a reason to live. T a m m y
imposter who is trying to make What has Christmas done for Faye Baker.
a claim to fame?
you, your Slappyness?
You should
Seasonal Shelly
Wireless Willard
try writing
l et t er s

Well Wirey,
It seems to me that
every American with at least
two brain cells knows that
the Internet should only be
used by military and political
intelligence. Ever since the Al
Gore delved his mighty hand
into the bowels o f the Internet,
his only goal was to provide
communication in a time o f
political need. This is not an
issue o f the Chaplain or o f an
imposter, rather an issue o f
the misuse o f a beautiful tool
brought to us by Al Gore.
Yo Cap’n Slappy,

Well Shelly,
to
those
This marks the fourth G i I'm o r e
year in a row that I have been Girls
and
personally invited to work at the m a y b e
Bradley-Bourbonnais mall. In impress them
the Slappy Christmas tradition by showing
I will be working as the official up at the
“Mall Santa ” during the third w i n d o w s
shift from 12 a.m.- 6 a.m. So, o f
their
if you’re up late and want to houses with
see Ol’Slappy come on by and flowers and
I ’ll give you and your family chocolates!
a much deserved candy cane S l a p p y
and circus peanuts.
loves
his
chocolates.
M m m ...
Dear Cap’n,
The
Christmas chocolates...
Banquet is coming up and I

He was calling us to move God was doing, they continued
up to Bourbonnais-Bradley to to trust that this is where He
plant the church,” Andy said.
wanted them to be. Prayer
They faced many and teamwork became and
obstacles
of
preparinga continues to be a vital part of
church, one of which was their ministry.
finding a place to meet. Out of
“We’re
trying
to
11 different places, they ended redefine church in this
up at Movies 10.
community. We’re targeting
Another
challenge the people who have been
they faced was not knowing beaten and broken by another
anyone.
church or just looked down
“That was a huge upon because their lives are
challenge.
When we fi'rst sinful. We’re trying to reach
moved here, you literally don’t those people,” Andy said.
know anyone. I’m working
out of the apartment that we’re
renting and I had to make it an
intentional thing to come to
places like Barnes and Noble <CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
and meet people,” Andy said.
Through
all
the up of the executive council,
challenges and frustrations, the presidents of each class
Andy and Elisha have learned and the ASC representatives
to put their faith and trust from each class. The ASC
in God. One week before council meets bimonthly to
• the church launched, they discuss student concerns and
finally found someone to lead upcoming initiatives.
worship. Even in the times
The executive council
when they weren’t sure what of ASC is composed of the
president, the VP of Office
There you have it, Management, the VP of
kids! I’ve got to stop by Finance, the VP of Social
the local drugstore to pick Life, the VP of Women’s
up some pimple cream. I Residential Life, the VP of
love Rudolph and all but I Men’s Residential Life, the
don’t like being confused VP of Spiritual Life and the
for a red-nosed reindeer. E- editors of the Glimmerglass
mail me your questions at newspaper and the Aurora
slappycaptain @hotmail. com
yearbook.
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Dangerous Wonder
Christianity

Author Michael Yaconelli
invites readers to recapture
the joys of childhood, and
learn to incorporate them
back into our spiritual lives

FLASHBACK REVIEW

Tim B u rto n ’s Nightmare rem ains a
cla ssic C h ristm as dream
By Stephen Foxworthy
A&E writer

Halloweentown
is
a delightfully scary place,
frequented by ghosts, goblins,
monsters, and fiends of
every sort. They’re not bad
people, really. They just live
to scare the ever-loving snot
out of children of all ages
whenever their holiday rolls
around. However, when the
disillusioned monarch of
Halloweentown’s
pumpkin
patch stumbles upon Christmas
Town, the denizens of the dark
will never be the same.
Tim Burton’s The

Nightmare Before Christmas
When
another
debuted in theatres across Halloween comes and goes,
America in 1993 starring Jack Skellington (Sarandon)
Chris Sarandon (The Princess is left wondering if there is,
Bride) and Catherine O’Hara in fact, more to life than just
(A Mighty Wind) and featuring scaring people.
His quest
the voice talents of William leads him (and his faithful
Hickey (Mouse Hunt), Ken ghost-dog Zero) to Christmas
Page (Cats), and Paul Reubens Town, where “they’re busy
(Mystery Men). Also of note is building toys and absolutely
the musical of Danny Elfman, no one’s dead.” Struck by
who also provides the singing the sheer magic of Christmas,
voice of the Pumpkin King, he returns to Halloweentown
Jack Skellington as well as the with a crazy idea to take
speaking voice of Barrel, one charge of Christmas for a year.
of Halloweentown’s fearsome However, when the frightful
trick-or-treating trio, Lock, bogeyman, Oogie Boogie
Shock, and Barrel (Reubens, (Page) gets involved, Jack’s
O’Hara, and Elfman).
frightful Christmas might be

the last one that the world ever
Granted, Nightmare
sees!
is not your standard holiday
While a lot of people fare, but it’s worth checking
don’t take a Christmas story out this holiday season. Filled
told through the arguably with memorable characters
twisted mind of Tim Burton (including the coolest onscreen
seriously, it makes for a villain in a Christmas movie
visually stunning film. The since Mr. Potter in It’s a
landscape and character design Wonderful Life), songs that
of Nightmare reeks of Burton’s make you want to sing along,
sense of style, but don’t let that and a sometimes much needed
fool you. This film is one for departure from the ordinary,
the ages, inciting laughter, Nightmare is a dream come
fear, and meaning, especially true for anyone who needs to
as Jack realizes that sometimes be reminded about the magic
it’s best to not get everything of the holidays.
you want. Indeed, a great
message, especially for the
Christmas season.

Chicago offers unique post-banquet activities
Lookingfor something fun and exciting to do
after Christmas Banquet? Try some o f these
fam iliar and not-so-familiar Chicago ideas

By Amanda Shelley
A&E editor

State Street and Michigan
Avenue
The lights and
store windows, like those at
Marshall Field’s, on these
downtown streets are sure to
be enjoyable. The best part
about this activity? It’s free!
Millenium Park
Chicago’s new
Millenium Park offers an
outdoor ice skating rink. The
rink is open until 10:00 p.m.
and the only cost is $7 for
skate rentals.

Medici on 57th
Want to warm up
with a mug of hot chocolate?
This restaurant in Hyde Park
offers a great hangout. Open
until 12:30 a.m., it’s located at
1327 E. 57th Street.

Have fun ice skat
ing among Chi
cago's Christmas
festivities.The McCormick-Tribune
Ice Skating Rink
at Millenium Park
isopen until 10
p.m., but show up
early --this is one
of the most popu
lar events around
town.

Filter
Another restaurant
where you can warm up with
a hot cup of java. Open until
12 a.m. it is located at 1585
N. Milwaukee Ave.
ESPN Zone
Located in downtown
Chicago on Ohio Street,
ESPN Zone is more than a
place for sports fans. After
walking around, you’ll get
hungry. Check out their
dessert menu. Last seating is
at 11 p.m.

Navy Pier
If you’d rather skate
indoors, Navy Pier’s Arctic
Ice Rink offers skate rental
for only $4. It is open until
10:00 p.m. as part of Navy
Pier’s Winter Wonderfest.
A wristband at a price of
$12 will get you into all the
activities of the Wonderfest.

The Cheesecake Factory
Right on Michigan
Avenue The Cheesecake
Factory is also great place to
stop for a tasty dessert. Open
until 12:30 a.m.

Brookfield Zoo
This is the only time
of the year you can enjoy
Brookfield Zoo at night
during Holiday Magic. The
zoo will be open until 9:00
p.m. and the cost is $8.

John Hancock Center
Want to see Chicago
from one of its highest points?
The John Hancock Center
Observatory is open until 11
p.m. (last tickets are sold at
10:45 p.m.)

Marshall Field's store windows are a classic of Chicago's Christmas season. Located
along State Street, it's sure to be an enjoyable sight.
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Neverland: Childlike wonder and grown-up tears
By Stephen Foxworthy
A&E writer
It is a rare thing when
a film is able to so masterfully
and seamlessly take the
audience on a journey that
tests the boundaries of their
imagination while still quietly
reminding them that the
story they are seeing really
happened. It is far rarer when
that same film can make that
same audience experience the
wide-eyed joy of childhood
and the bitter reality that
comes with growing
older. Finding Neverland
accomplishes both tasks and
does so masterfully.
Neverland
stars
Johnny Depp as playwright

J.M. Barrie, the author who
penned the adventures of Peter
Pan. The movie tells of his
inspiration for the now classic
piece of literature and his
growing relationship with the
four children who helped him
bring Peter to life.
A rather unsuccessful
playwright coming off of
another theatrical flop, Barrie
is being pressured by his
producer, Charles Frohman
(Dustin Hoffman) to write
something that might be
more critically appealing.
The next day, however, he
meets the mother of four
boys, Sylvia Llewelyn Davies
(Kate Winslet) and, with her
permission, begins to play
make believe games with them,

like cowboys and Indians. One
of the children, Sylvia’s third
son Peter (played by Freddie
Highmore, one of the most
gifted child actors to grace the
screen) seems reluctant to play.
After the death of his father
some years before, Peter has
become jaded and, as Barrie
suggests, grown up too fast.
Barrie forms a fast
friendship with the boy, but, in
the process, becomes suspect
in his well-respected circle of
influence, as people begin to
talk about his association with
a widow and her four young
boys.
Even Barrie’s wife
(Radha Mitchell) begins to
believe the talk and becomes
suspicious of the late hours her
husband spends playing with

the Davies children.
So influenced
is
Barrie by the imaginations of
the. children, he begins to pen
the work, looking all around
him for inspiration. Sylvia’s
overbearing mother (Julie
Christie) becomes the basis for
Captain Hook as Barrie sees
her scolding her grandson’s
with a coat hanger in her hand.
Barrie’s own dog Porthos “the
Bear” is the inspiration for
Nana. Neverland came from a
place Barrie said his childhood
self went after his older
brother died when he was still
very young. The vision of the
character of Peter Pan himself
came from both Peter Llewelyn
Davies and Barrie himself.
Finding
Neverland

reminds its audience to hold on
to the joy and wonder that come
with youth, even in the midst
of tragedy. It is an uplifting
story about the power of
imagination and the bond that
is shared between two special
friends. It takes us through the
aging process - one moment,
we are children, enjoying the
magic of a timeless story and
the next, we are aged through
the experiences of these young
boys. Finding Neverland is the
best film of 2004, no question.
Rating:

National Treasure a hit with moviegoers,
better than basic Bruckheimer films
By Stephen Foxworthy
A&E writer
Up until last year’s
release of Pirates o f the
Caribbean, the name ‘Jerry
Bruckheimer’
has
been
synonymous with explosions,
chase scenes, fast cars, faster
women, and all things “action
movie”. While all these things
can make for some great films

(like Con Air, Top Gun, and
Remember the Titans), they
can also spell the equation
for box office duds (like Bad
Company, Armageddon, and
Enemy o f the State). In fact,
one of the basic complaints
about Bruckheimer-produced
films is the fact that the plots are
too formulaic and predictable.
And, when you get
right down to it, National

Treasure is no different.
Which is not to say that the
film is bad, by any means.
Treasure stars Nicolas
Cage as Benjamin Franklin
Gates, a man whose family
legacy as a treasure hunter is
passed down to him by his
grandfather John Adams Gates
(aptly played by Christopher
Plummer), much to the chagrin
of Ben’s father, Patrick Henry

Gates (Jon Voight). By this
point, you should be sensing a
pattern in the naming scheme
(think US History and you’ll
be on the right track). The
treasure in question was,
according to legend, amassed
from empires the world over,
including ancient Egypt,
Greece, and Rome. Eventually,
it was discovered by the
Knights Templar, who came
to form the Freemasons. The
treasure found its way to the
founding fathers of America,
who deemed it too great to be
owned by just one man. As a
result, it was hidden, but clues
were left to the treasure’s
location, scattered across the
US.
Gates, however, has
a bigger problem than simply
finding a treasure that’s been
lost for centuries. His former
colleague Ian (played by Lord
o f the Rings star Sean Bean) has
turned against him and hopes
to find the treasure before Ben
to keep it for himself. With

an overwhelming desire to see
the treasure safely out of Ian’s
hands, Gates teams up with his
plucky young sidekick Riley
(relative newcomer Justin
Bartha) and a stunning doctor
who works at the Library
of Congress (Troy's Diane
Kruger). Hot on their trail,
however, is a determined FBI
agent who demands answers (a
perfectly cast Harvey Keitel).
As Gates and his
cohorts are sifting through two
hundred years of our nation’s
history, they are always one
step ahead of Ian’s team
and Sadusky’s (Keitel) men.
From a daring theft of the
Declaration of Independence
to the climactic showdown
at Liberty Hall, National
Treasure offers, through the
great performances of the cast
(especially Bartha and Bean)
and the plot twists that bring
the audience to the visually
stunning conclusion, a better
breed of film than standard
Bruckheimer fare.

SPIRITUAL LIFE

She wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a man
ger, because there was no room for them in the inn.
Luke 2:7

Former V P of Spiritual Life to speak at Makom
By Denise Knee
Spiritual Life editor
By now the only
students who may not know
what Makom Festival is
are freshmen and transfers,
however even they have
probably heard upperclassmen
talking about the great spiritual
revival Makom Festival brings
to campus each year.
For those who do not
know, Makom Festival is a
student organized revival in
which the Associated Students
Council hosts a guest speaker
and musician to speak and lead
Olivet students in worship.
“Makom is a result of
students listening to the lives
of fellow students and seeking
to set aside time and space
for us to express ourselves
and cry out to God and each
other through many avenues
including the physical arts,
music, literature, service,
listening and fellowship,”
Montague Williams, VP of
Spiritual Life, said.
This year Makom
Festival is being organized a
little bit differently. For the
first time, ASC is asking each
ASC officer to head up or co
head up a committee to help
with Makom Festival. This
will continue ASC’s theme of
working together and creating
an integrated ASC environment

while also helping share at Olivet and he was also
the workload involved with involved with intramurals and
student council.
organizing Makom Festival.
The CoChairs of Makom
Festival
are
Andrew Twibell,
ASC President;
Montague
Williams, VP of
Spiritual Life and
Laura Bishop, VP
of Finance. There
will also be teams
for
publicity,
memorabilia and
history, prayer,
creative worship,
events,
service
projects and set Scott Sherwood with his wife Sherry and
up and tear-down. daughters Brooke, Libby and Madeira.
These teams are
already in place working to
During his time at
prepare for Makom Festival.
Olivet, Sherwood remembers
“I hope this year that one specific night during a
we are pushed outside the communion service in Kelley
gates of the individualism Prayer Chapel as a defining
society imposes on us and into moment in his walk with
the lives of others as Christ is God. He realized this night
showing us,” Williams said.
that Jesus was not looking
This year, ASC asked for a “glorious” ministry. He
Scott Sherwood the Senior realized that Jesus came to
Pastor of First Church of the give himself, period and that
Nazarene in Bloomington, the glory is God’s part.
Illinois to speak at Makom
“I was freed from the
Festival. Sherwood is a 1992 need to pursue the ‘glorious’ in
graduate of Olivet with a major my ministry, and I came alive
in Biblical Literature and a to the possibilities of simply
minor in Greek.
and sacrificially just giving my
He was the VP of life,” Sherwood said.
Spiritual Life while he was
Sherwood
felt
a

mixture of emotions when he
was asked to speak at Makom
Festival. He recalls that he felt
at once, surprised,
flattered,
h u m b l e d ,
challenged and
driven to his
knees.
He
has
chosen Romans
5 for his scripture
and his topic is
“Christianity is
God with skin
on.”
Though
he has another
title for the more
academically
his three
m i n d e d :
“Post-Advent
reflections on the
incarnation.”
Vicky Beeching and
her band will lead worship
through music this year.
Beeching grew up near
Canterbury, in Great Britain,
and became a Christian at
the age of seven. Then at the
aige of 13 she began to teach
herself to play guitar and also
began to compose songs with
her guitar.
While
studying
theology at Oxford University,
Beeching joined the Oxford
Vineyard Church and played
on the worship team. During
her time at Oxford, she also
submitted a song to Vineyard

Music Group UK.
Beeching desires to
communicate Biblical truth
about God through her songs.
She hopes that people learn
more about God through her
music.
“I’ve heard it said
that people often forget
sermons, but remember songs.
This gives songwriters and
worship leaders a bordering,
yet exciting responsibility to
convey good theology to our
generation” Beeching said.
Please begin praying
for our campus as we prepare
for another Makom Festival.
Be sure to mark your calendars
for the Festival, Jan. 13-15.

Beeching performing at
one of her many concerts.

Doing G od’s w ork in Central A m erica

By Ellen Pitcher
Spiritual Life writer
Kent and Ellen Pitcher
are missionaries with the
Church o f the Nazarene in San
José, Costa Rica. Kent is the
coordinator for evangelism,
and Ellen is the coordinator
for
Nazarene
Missions
International.
The Pitchers are
responsible for training and
equipping national leaders on
the MAC (México and Central
America) South Field, which
includes Nicaragua, Costa
Rica and Panama.
“We have had several
opportunities to travel together,

but Kent travels much of the come in and share the gospel
time without me. We were able of Jesus Christ with them.”
to travel to Panama together
“Recently we were
to visit a compassionate blessed on MAC South
ministries project, which is with an evangelism team of
located in a trash dump,” Ellen seven people from the New
said.
Life Community Church in
“The people live in or California,” Ellen said.
around the dump, and collect
Their
ministry
trash that can be recycled included bringing Jesus Film
in hopes that they will earn equipment for the Costa Rica
enough money to buy food for Central District and traveling
their families.'”
to the city of Limon, Costa
“What a privilege it Rica for two showings of the
was for us to see for ourselves Jesus Film.
the stories of God’s grace in
Fourteen
children
that trash dump. Where there and youth responded to the
once was no hope and nothing invitation to receive Christ and
but trash, there is now a school many others were impacted by
for children!”
the Holy Spirit.
“While we were in
Please pray for the
Panama, we also had the Pitchers as they return to
opportunity to visit two the United States to travel
different Kuna villages. The to various churches raising
Kuna are a large group of financial and prayer support.
indigenous peoples in Panama, Also pray for the churches and
which have allowed the Church the Nazarene Seminary in San
of the Nazarene into some of Jose, Costa Rica that the word
their villages.”
of the Lord would continue to
“Please pray that many spread throughout the country
more villages will allow us to through their work.

Kent and Ellen Pitcher served the Lord in Guatemala City
before they were assigned to San Jose, Costa Rica.
THE CHURCH IN COSTA RICA
The Church of the Nazarene began work in
Costa Rica in 1964
There are two districts and one pioneer area
in Costa Rica
There are 35 Churches of the Nazarene in
Costa Rica
There is a Nazarene Seminary located in San
Jose, Costa Rica

SPIRITUAL LIFE
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Am I ready for change?
By Amanda Shelley
Spiritual Life writer

love. Growth does not happen
without change.
So, here I stand,
Change. It’s a word I at the threshold o f another
know all too well. And it’s not life change. This one feels
necessarily a word that I like different, but in reality, it’s not.
either. I know that life doesn’t It’s another chance to believem
go on as it will without change, to practice the faith that I can
but it’s not easy. Change talk about so easily. It’s a
means something new, possibly chance to show that I ’m not
unfamiliar, and at times even afraid to trust in a God who I
painful. It means taking a step know has bigger plans than I
in the dark, often not knowing could ever have for myself.
what’s ahead, simply trusting.
People ask me if I ’m
Change requiresfaith: ready. Am I ready fo r the
Faith that God is walking right change? I don’t know. The
beside you; faith that God only thing I know is that 1 have
knows what’s ahead, even if a hand to hold as I embark on
we don’t; faith that His plans a journey that holds so much
are best, no matter the cost.
more than I could dream or
People say that change imagine.
is a part o f life. It’s true. Each
That was my journal
year that goes by, we grow entry about a week before I
older. But we don’t just grow left for college last fall. As I
older in age, we grow older in read back over that and started
knowledge, experience, even thinking about the Christmas

season, I started thinking about
Mary. I wonder if what I felt
was anything like what she
felt.
In reality, Mary was
probably younger than most
of us college students. And
yet she accepted God’s call
on her life so willingly. The
Bible gives us little insight
into what Mary was thinking
and feeling.
We know that she
accepted what the angel told
her. We know that she praised
God for what He was doing
through her. But what must
she have thought at those times
when she was alone?
What was she feeling
when people began to notice
that she, a supposed virgin,
was pregnant? What was she
thinking when her firstborn
son had to be bom in a stable
and laid in a manger?

Unfortunately
we
don’t have her thoughts
recorded in a journal like mine.
But I can guess that just like
any human she was scared of
all the changes that came into
her life when she found out
she was going to be the mother
of God’s son. However, she
was also a faithful servant who
trusted her God to lead her
through those changes.
Most
people
experience a lot of changes
when they go to college.
Studies show that people
change the most between the
ages of 18 and 22. By the time
we get out of college, we will
probably have a good idea of
who we are and who we want
to be (though that of course is
not a guarantee).
If there’s one thing in
life that will always be true it’s
that things will always change.

Many of us face a change when
we go home for Christmas.
It’s an adjustment to live back
at home, and sometimes one
that we don’t welcome with
open arms.
But, as things change
this Christmas season, (and
throughout the rest of your
life) remember Mary. It’s a
good bet that she was as scared
about the changes in her life as
we are about the changes in
our own lives.
We have two choices
when it comes to change. We
can kick and scream and strain
against God until He breaks us
down so much that we have
to change. Or we can choose
to do what Mary did. We can
choose to accept His will as
what’s best for our lives and
trust Him to lead us through
those changes.

Evangels SO S spreads holiday
take gifts cheer in Chicago
to elderly
By Denise Knee
Spiritual Life editor

By Denise Knee
Spiritual Life editor
Provena
Nursing
Home residents were surprised
with some holiday cheer from
Olivet students in Evangels
Mon. Dec. 6 and Wed. Dec.
8. Evangels, an Olivet nursing
home ministry, brought the
residents homemade Christmas
ornaments,and sang Christmas
carols through the halls.
The students gathered
in the fishbowl Sat. Dec. 4
for breakfast and a time of
decorating clear Christmas
bulbs to give to the Provena
residents.
“I was so pleased
at the turnout, we must
have had 15 people there to
decorate ornaments,” Nathalie
Tomakowsky, co-leader of
Evangels, said.
Sarah Kirkland and
her girls Bible study also
joined Evangels in handing
out ornaments and caroling at
Provena.
“It was really awesome
to be able to go there and see
the ONU students who really
are involved in Evangels and
to see how awesome it is to
see how God gives different
people different ministry

gifts and how some people
are gifted to work with the
elderly,” Kirkland said.
While the gifts of the
homemade ornaments may
have seemed a small thing
to the Olivet students who
made them, to the residents
of Provena they were the
highlight of their Christmas
season. Many of the people
living at Provena do not have
any relatives in the area so
their Christmas season is spent
the same as the rest of the year
- alone.
“Oh, for me? This is
beautiful,” responded many of
the recipients of the homemade
ornaments. Even though it
seemed such a small thing for
the Olivet students, it was a
big deal for the residents.
However, this was not
only a special event for the
nursing home residents. It was
also beneficial to the Olivet
students.
“Even though we
went to go sing to the people
at the nursing home and cheer
tem up during the Christmas
season since many of them do
not have any family around we
also love to go and singing to
them brings happiness to us
too,” Tomakowsky said.

Each
year
the
members of SOS (Save Our
Streets) hand out blankets
in Chicago during the cold
month of December and offer
to pray with the homeless they
come across. This year was no
different.
Sat. Dec. 4 the
members of SOS and many of
the Student Mission Fellowship
(SMF) students handed out
blankets, gloves, mittens and
McDonalds dollars to the
homeless in Chicago.
Yet, helping these
people’s physical needs were
not the only concerns of SOS
and SMF members. These
Olivet students
also
greatly
desired to pray
with these people
and to be Jesus to
them.
“SOS is
there to use the
scarves and hats
as a means of
giving attention
to people who
are
forgotten
by society. We
give the people
who are usually
ignored a chance
to talk,” Amanda
McKinley said.

According to Katie
Elliot, not every person
responded the same to the
Olivet students. One man
refused to allow the students
to pray with him. However,
the next man the students
came to was very thankful to
both the students and to God
for the physical and spiritual
help. Not only did he allow
the students to pray for him,
but he also prayed for them.
“Many times we had
to walk away and remember
that a seed was planted and
leave it in God’s hands,” Elliot
said.
McKinley
also
participated in handing out
items to the needy people in
Chicago. For McKinley the

coolest part of the trip was
right before they left meeting a
man who started crying when
they offered him gloves, a hat
and a scarf. He even needed
help putting his new gloves
on because one of his hands
was paralyzed but he was an
example of one of the many
who were extremely thankful
for the help the Olivet students
offered.
When
McKinley
apologized for not being able
to help him more he said,
“You’ve blessed me so much
already.” He was so thankful
for the simple gift of gloves,
a hat and a scarf that he was
completely blessed.
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B-ball(M) vs. East West
McHie Arena
December 13 @ 7:00 p.m.

Olivet football team
wins Victory Bowl
By Andy Maynard______
Sports editor
While the Tigers
may not hold the top spot
in the NCCAA in the final
rankings, they have won its
championship game.
On
November 20, Olivet defeated
Northwestern College in the
championship game for the
NCCAA, the Victory Bowl.
The final score was 24-14.
Olivet shot out to a 170 lead at half time. Jon Lochner
rushed for one touchdown,
Joe Boseo scored on a pass to
Kevin Jones in the first quarter,
and Aaron Palmer finished it
off with a five yard touchdown.
Kicker Matt Soulia had a field
goal in the second quarter and
made all three of his extra
points.
To the average Olivet
fan, it might be surprising to
know that the football team
made it to any playoff action.
While posting an even better
record than last year, the team
failed to have back-to-back
wins until the last two games

Quarterback Joe Boseo (10) takes a snap under center.
Boseo won the Midwest League Offensive Player of the
Week award for the final week fo the season.
of the year.
In order for Olivet
to make the Victory Bowl,
several things had to happen.
First, the Tigers had to defeat
St. Ambrose. Second, Urbana
University would have to
defeat
Geneva
College.
Finally, Trinity International
University would have to be
awarded to the at-large bid for
the NAIA playoffs.

Fortunately, each of
those three aspects fell into
place and Olivet was invited to
St. Paul to play in the Victory
Bowl.
The last game of the
year against St. Ambrose was
the first piece to fall into place.
In that game, Olivet came
back from a 21-0 half time
deficit. In the fourth quarter,
Quarterback Joe Boseo led the

offense on four scoring drives
to come out ahead 35-31.
Shortly after Olivet’s
victory, the news came in that
Urbana had defeated Geneva
by a score of 10-3. This was
the first time in six seasons
that Geneva was denied a birth
to the Victory Bowl.
In
the
rankings
following the final week of
the regular season, Trinity was
awarded one of the at-large
bids to the NAIA playoffs. This
meant that the top two ranked
teams in the NCCAA, MidAmerica Nazarene University
and Trinity, had qualified for
the NAIA tournament. The
next top ranked teams were
Olivet and Geneva College.
For
Boseo’s
performance in that game, he
was awarded the Offensive
player of the week award for the
Midwest League of the MidStates Football Association.
Altogether, he racked up 288
passing yards, passed for two
touchdowns, and ran for two
more.

S o c c e r team s gain athletic
and aced em ic recognition
By Andy Maynard______
Sports Editor

The . Soccer teams at
Olivet finished their seasons
almost a month ago but
the players are now being
recognized for their individual
efforts on and off the field.
On the Men’s team,
three players were named as
NAIA Scholar Athletes and
four players were named to the
CCAC all-conference team.
Allen Hoxie, senior,
has been named to his fourth
consecutive all conference
squad. Hoxie’s defensive
efforts this season made him
the only player to be named to
the first-team all-conference.
Argentinean Leandro
Cutuli, junior, was named to
the honorable mention team.
Cutuli is a midfielder that has
amassed 17 starts and three
goals.
Goalkeeper
David
Blahnik, junior, took over in
the goal for John Christensen
halfway through the season and
allowed only 14 goals in his 11
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Adelaide Anderson was one of
the seven NAIA Scholar Ath
letes on the Women's Soccer
team. Anderson finished her
career at Olivet with 15 goals
and six assists.

starts. Blahnik was
also named to the
honorable mention
team.
Paul Dawson,
sophomore, was the
leading scorer for
Olivet and scored a
total of 12 goals this
season. Switching
from defense to his
current
position
allowed him to
perform
well
enough to be named
to the honorable
mention team.
The
three
NAIA
Scholar
Athletes
for
the Tigers were
Mariano
Lanus,
Landon Nelson, and
Jon Christensen. All
these athletes were
named
Scholar
Athletes for the first
time.
The Women’s
Soccer team also
received honors for

their academic achievements.
In fact, Olivet’s team had seven
players named to their team
which ties them as the school
with the most students on the
list.
The list includes
seniors Adelaide Anderson,
Beth Bailey, and Emily
Ouimette, juniors Joanna

B-ball(W) vs.HT
McHie Arena
January 15 @ 1:00 p.m.

SKINNY
Football (7-5)
Victory Bowl
Northwestern Col. W 24-7
Volleyball (22-23)
NAIA Region VII
Tournament
St. Ambrose Univ. W 3-2
Iowa Wesleyan
L 0-3
Basketball (M) (4-5)
Pioneer Classic
Benedictine Col. L 57-64
MidAmerica Naz.W 76-70
U.ofS. Indiana
L 70-97
Georgetown Col. L 71 -75
U. of l-Springfield W 78-67
Illinois Wesleyan L 73-80
Olivet-Holiday Inn Express
Classic
McKendree
W 92-86
Trevecca Naz.
L 73-80
Basketball (W) (6-6)
MidAmerica Nazarene
Tournament
Concordia
L 54-107
McPherson
L 86-88
U ofWis.-Parkside L 53-90
Holiday Inn Express
Tournament
Trinity Chris. W 111-63
Goshen Col. W91-78
Cal. Baptist U. L 93-104
Northwest Col. W 106-83
U of Cal.-S. Cruz W 82-73
St. Ambrose
W 74-54
Trevecca Naz.
L 72-95
All scores courtesy o f
ollvet.edu/athletics
Cranston, Lauren Goodson,
Sarah Grogan, and Joy Sarata.
The NAIA Scholar
Athlete program is sponsored
by
statistics
company
Daktronics. Recepients must
be a junior or senior and
maintain a 3.5 grade point

Athletic Awards
Other athletic teams also recently had their players
named to NAIA All-American Scholar Athletes and
regional and conference honors.
NAIA All-American
Scholar Athletes
Volleyball
Laura Banks (Senior)
Lindsay Redman (Senior)
Rachel Studebaker (Sr.)
Emily Lindquist (Junior)
Chelsie Rountree (Junior)
Cross Country
Doug Swanson,junior
Simone Mulieri,junior
Sara Batkiewicz,junior

NAIA Region VII
First Team
Volleyball
Emily Lindquist (Junior)
Michelle Miramonti (Fr.)
NAIA Region VII
Second Team
Volleyball
Megan Gullickson (Soph.)
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Who is to blame for recent
sports aggression incidents?
By Andrew Jones
Sports writer
Battle lines are drawn;
opposing forces sacrifice all
for the taste of victory. In
the world of sports, though,
an athlete’s will to win often
creates a powder keg of
emotion ready to explode
under the right circumstances,
and causing athletes to
cross the line of competitive
aggression into hostility. But
are athletes really to blame for
this behavior?
On Nov. 19, in a game
between the Indiana Pacers
and the Detroit Pistons at the
Palace of Auburn Hills in
Auburn Hills, Mich., emotions
finally boiled over causing one
of the worst displays of sports
aggression in recent memory.
The incident started

"The items in
volved in the brawl
have been up for
bid on eBay, it gar
ners coverage on
every nightly news
show, whether it's
SportsCenter or MS

NBC News"
when Pacers forward Ron
Artest entered the stands after
being hit with a cup thrown
by a fan during a timeout and
ended with an all out brawl and
the suspension of nine players,
including
Pacers players
Stephen Jackson, Jermaine
O’Neal, and Artest (who was
suspended for the rest of the
season), according to an article
on ESPN.com, “Indy’s Artest
Suspended for Season after
Brawl.”
But what were the
driving forces behind this
melee?
I think the media
and the fans deserve as much
blame as the players for this
incident.
It’s horrible the
amount of attention the media

gives incidents
like this, because
it just gives those
stupid enough to
risk their lives
for 15 minutes
of fame more
incentive,
but
that’s
another
topic for another
soapbox!
The
items involved in
the brawl have
been up for bid on
eBay, it gamers
coverage on every
nightly
news
show, whether it’s
SportsCenter or
MSNBC News.
Even the
man identified as
the one who threw
IM
the cup at Artest,
John Green, who
was banned from
both the Pistons
& S 1
and Pacers arenas
for his actions,
has appeared on
“Good Morning
America”
and
“Larry
King
BP sBÍmwBIí
Live,”
but
Submitted Photo
continues
to
insist that he Ron Artest of the Pacers attacks some fans in the stands.This is one
didn’t throw the example of an increasing presence of overt violence in professional
cup. The public sports.
loves
conflict,
without
any they are our puppets and are
and the media is not afraid to comments
give it to them, so as long as retaliation from the athletes. subject to our every whim.
I think because of their
there are new developments, That’s why I thought it was
the brawl’s newsworthiness great that Artest and others notoriety, athletes are unfairly
went after those fans. The fans put under a microscope, and
will not deteriorate.
endure criticism for not living
I have to admit, got what they deserved!
Although I agree up to standards that would be
though, when I first saw the
brawl on TV, I thought it was that athletes should be role impossible for anyone else to
but also agree, as live up to. Yet, the media points
cool. Even though I don’t like models,
the direction that sports has Charles Barkley says, they fingers at an athlete who gets
been taking in recent years shouldn’t be above parents as arrested for being involved in
(see also the Clemson-South role models for kids, I don’t a bar fight, or an athlete who
Carolina football fight and think that athletes should be was pulled over for a DUI, or
many others) as far as over treated like bulls in a bullfight an athlete who has a domestic
aggressiveness is concerned, (being tortured and paraded dispute with his wife, when in
I really think something like around for fan amusement). reality, at the very least, those
Professional athletes are trying in the media should be pointing
this needed to happen.
Too many times fans to make a living just like any the finger at themselves, asking
just get to verbally assault and doctor or construction worker. whether or not they personally
abuse players with heckling, Just because they are in the could live up to those lofty
racial slurs, and other rude public eye does not mean that expectations they so readily

Intramural News

place on athletes.
There is a Bible verse
that addresses this principle of
judgment, saying something
to the effect of, “Be careful of
the measuring stick you use orr
others, for soon, it will be used
to measure you.” Yes, athletes
should be held to a higher
standard because, whether or
not they like it, they are looked
up to by many. But I think
the media should have some
compassion.
It seems that those in
the media put athletes in a box
and won’t allow them to make a
mistake or show some emotion
without being ostracized. On
a recent edition of “Inside the
NBA,” on TBS/TNT, NBA TV
analyst and reporter for the
Philadelphia Inquirer, Stephen
A. Smith, said that he thought
that any other person in the
players’ situations would have
done the same thing.
I agree with that
assessment. Athletes are not
robots, they are human beings
with feelings, and when their

"Yes, athletes
should be held to
a higher standard
because, whether
or not they like it,
they are looked
up to by many. But
Ithink the media
should have some
compassion."
pride is attacked, they take
exception. Fans who continue
to push athletes will pay
dearly. Maybe nothing needs
to be done to stop the rise of
aggression in. sports. Maybe
fans will start to think before
they act and realize that their
next comment might cause a
6’7” 250 lb. basketball player
to leap the scorers table and
enter the stands. You mess with
the bull, you get the horns!
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C on testin g O livet’s cultural clich e s
Culture norms are defined as typical behavior or thought patterns o f specific groups. Several
students share their opinions on culture norms at Olivet that need correction and improvement.
By Adelaide Anderson
Forum writer
As a result of my
somewhat unique position
at Olivet in being a double
minority - both female and
African-American - I have
to admit that my opinion on
the culture norms in need of
improvement at Olivet stem
largely from this position.
The fact that my perspective
of Olivet may be different
from the vast majority is in no
way intended to water down
my opinions or excuse them,
though.
On the contrary,
my position should give my
opinions more credibility.
With that said, allow me to
vent a little.
Some people just don’t
understand. I have been asked
some stupid questions in my
days and I used to think that
by coming to an institution of
higher learning that would all
cease. Unfortunately, this has
not been the case at Olivet.
When people ask
questions about transportation
in a major city like Accra,
Ghana, I’m shocked to find that
they think of transportation in
terms just shy of post stone
age. No, I did not ride an
elephant around to the stores
and restaurants while I was
there. That is like me thinking
the Wild West still exists and
that people have horse drawn
buggies in their garages.
I do not get lighter
when I go out into the sun, and
popular to contrary belief I can
get sun burned. It might take
me longer and you won’t see
me lathering up with layers of
sunscreen, but it happens.

For crying out loud,
don’t think I’m strange or act
surprised because the music I
like is played by a band and
not performed by a rapper. Am
I letting you down because I
listen to Dave Matthews or
Pearl Jam?
Simply going on a
MIA trip or two does not
automatically make you a
cultural guru with the authority
to tell me what my own African
heritage is like. A plane
ticket marking your travels
to the “Developing World”
is not a voucher for cultural
sensitivity; especially if your

"My [unique] posi
tion should give
my opinions more
credabiliiy."
»ADELAIDE ANDERSON

biggest story from such a trip
is about the worm or insect
you ate while there. This is a
prime example of how being
a missionary-tourist is not the
same as dwelling in a place.
Braids and dreads
are not the same thing. You
may be thinking, “They are
only hairstyles, what’s the
big deal?” First off, to some
people a person with dreads is
seen as a Rastafarian. If you
knew anything about their
reputation for having a pot
smoking culture, then you
would know I would not want
to be described as that girl with
dreads because it could easily
be translated into a lifestyle by

some narrow minded people.
This
issue
goes
past the aesthetic topic of
hairstyles though. What gets
me is people’s unwillingness
to be intentional in learning
about cultural differences
in order to break down their
own ignorance and learn
why the differences matter to
people like me. It’s not just
saying you don’t care about
hairstyles when you fail to
learn the difference between
braids and dreads. It’s saying,
“Why should I care about the
difference. I’ll never meet that
many black people any way,
and how should I know the
difference. I’m from a small
town where I didn’t have to
interact with anyone but my
race and class.” Frustration
is an understatement for me
sometimes.
Please don’t make
jokes about my race or the
color of my skin just because
you’re “cool” with me. Not
everyone can shrug off insults,,
especially
ones
directed
towards their identity. Imagine
feeling like an outsider once or
twice every hour that you’re at
school. Don’t get me wrong,
I’ve joked about my race as
well. But I do it because
it’s easier to say “Ha ha, it’s
‘cause I’m black” than to try
to explain to people who in
reality don’t care or are just
“joking around.”
It never fails: any time
an African American speaks in
chapel, everyone is suddenly
interested in my feelings.
Please do not ask me what I
think about something simply
because that thing had to do

with a racial issue or because
that thing was said by a black
person. It’s as if you’re asking
me if all black people think
alike. They don’t!
Do you think I was
paying
special
attention
because the speaker was
black? It may be a big event
for you, but I’ve been spoken
to by people of different races
and ethnic backgrounds.
There may be some African
Americans reading this paper
now who relate with what I’m
saying and some that don’t.
It’s a matter of opinion and
personal experience.
When
you
find
yourself upset after reading
this and want a second opinion,
don’t just ask someone what
they think because they’re
black. Ask because you care
about who they are. And when
you ask, expect some of your

By Abigail Miller
Forum writer
While cleaning in
a campus building a week
ago, I found a handout about
homosexuality on one of the
desks that was very disturbing
to me. For a moment I .thought,
“Hey, maybe since it has the
word ‘facts’ in the heading
it will display some sort of a
good, non-biased view that will
make people think differently
about homosexuality than the
normal limited view that so
many people at this school
posses.” Big surprise, I was
wrong.
The handout stated that
the “norm” for homosexuals
was to have sex with minors,

to have multiple partners,
and be negative for children.
It is my opinion that handouts
like this, among other things,
are part of the reason why so
many people in the world, the
church, and yes, here at Olivet,
come to so wrongly define the
gay community. Instead of
viewing them as individuals,
we’ve grouped them together
into one big stereotype.
I cannot begin to tell
you how many times I’ve
heard people on our campus
bad mouth or joke about
the issue of homosexuality,
when it is something that is
so real and serious in today’s
society. It makes me cringe
when I hear someone so freely
disrespecting something that
they clearly know so little
about. I think it is wrong to
go through life with such a
narrow opinion of the gay
community, or any community
for that matter. I think once so
many of us who hold opinions
like this leave our sheltered
little bubble, we will soon find
out just how mandatory it is to
be able to understand people
different from ourselves.
I’m not asking people
to view homosexuality as
something they necessarily
approve of, because I know
that there aren’t many people
here who are as liberal or
open-minded as myself when
it comes to this topic. What
I am asking, however, is that
they consider and value each
and every person, gay or
straight, the exact same way,
just as they themselves would
like to be treated.

577William Latham Drive Bourbonnais, IL 60914

By Monica Arroyo_______
Forum writer
Do you know where
Olivet’s art department is? I
can’t even count the number of
times I have mentioned the art
department to another student,
and they needed to interrupt
me to find out where it is. It’s
in the basement of Larsen, if
you didn’t know.
The art department at
Olivet has consistently been
brushed aside and overlooked.
Visual art is one of the most
frequently used forms of
expression in our culture
and in others throughout the
world. With art taking such

a prominent place in today’s
society, it is sad to see, or rather
not see, how it is reflected at
Olivet.
To begin with, the art
department is shoved into the
basement of Larsen. How can
anyone appreciate or even see
what Olivet’s students and
professors are producing? As
a senior art major, I find it
disheartening that my senior art
exhibition, the accumulation
of my four years of artwork,
will be displayed for one week
in a basement. Artwork is
meant to be seen, but it feels
like Olivet is ashamed of its art
department. Is Olivet afraid
of what we could produce or

how we could
815-929-1866
potentially
affect
its
AlumniOffering
image? Art is
not something
ow ned
com plete
that
should
be feared or
and
automotive
set aside. It
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Trying to go home again
By Niki Clark
Forum writer
Thomas
Wolfe
was the man said you can’t
go home again. I have to
admit, at a certain level I find
myself suddenly • agreeing
with the writer as Christmas
break draws ever nearer.
When I first left the
Chicago soil I had fixed my
childhood roots in to go off
and find - or lose - myself in
college for the time being, I
figured that even if I grew far
from my home turf, I would
always know where my roots
were. Likewise, I knew where
I could always return to.
I figured Wolfe’s
book was just another story
of a small town boy who
ventured prematurely into
the concrete jungle of a city
ill prepared for what he
would discover.

He simply wasn’t ready
for the changes he would
see when he went back to
his home town with his
new, widened perspective
on life. I figured Wolfe
had it all wrong; and that
was that. When he wrote
his book, he was most likely
still getting over his bitterness
at the fact that they changed
his favorite childhood candy
shop to a bank when he
left home for a few years.
Wolfe’s theory has
come to grow on me as of late
though. Trying to go home
this past Thanksgiving break
must have been the kicker.
Maybe it’s the fact that
my entire neighborhood has
received a makeover these past
four years and there’s always
another store, house, stoplight
and even road that wasn’t
there the last time I left. Or
it could be that my bedroom
is now an office and my bed
is an inflatable mattress that
tends to deflate in the middle
of the night. Then there’s the
fact that it’s never guaranteed
anymore if friends from high
school will be back in town,
or back ever; and if they are,
they’ve usually changed too.
I
find
myself

empathizing with Wolfieboy’s feelings of displacement
as Christmas break - and
consequently another return to
home - draws near. I suddenly
realize how much has changed
since the first Christmas I
returned to my Chi-town roots
and I can’t help but feel like I’m
going back to a very different
home from the one I originally
left at the ripe age of 17.
I go home now and
Mom and Dad are the ones
giving me tips on the latest and
best places to go around town,
almost as if they’ve developed
an active dating life now that
their nest has been empty for a
few years. Where was Movie-

and-a-Dinner night when my
brother and I lived at home?
My closet that used to be
neatly organized by color and
type of clothing apparel, now
consists of two garbage bags
I bring from school - one for
clean clothes and one for dirty
- shoved into the remaining
comer space of my used-to-be
closet, now filled with Mom’s
clothes and Dad’s music books.
I’m sure my feelings
of displacement only scrape
the surface of such feelings
felt by those who have left a
home that sits in an entirely
different country, on entirely
different soil.
Returning
home for a few fleeting weeks
over Christmas break can
almost reinforce feelings of
displacement, reminding one
that you’re not quite here and
not quite there, constantly
transitioning to fit in for the
time being, but never settling
in. Right when you lose that
supposed American accent

family and friends say you’ve
picked up, you find yourself
back at school amongst
friends who claim your accent
is now thicker. All the while

you can’t seem to notice
any change that’s occurred.
College students are
nomads in a way. We’re able
to pack up all of our belongings
in a day if needed; we keep

A simple rearrangement of
dishes kept in the kitchen
cabinets can drive a person to
tears, amplifying the feeling of
being a stranger in one’s own
home, having to ask where
the bowls for cereal are kept.
Grab a tissue and
dry your eyes. You can at
least always rely on the milk
being in the fridge. And
I think there’s a bit more
past Wolfe’s theory that just
might give a little insight
into the epidemic college
syndrome of displacement.
The world continued
to spin after you left for college
and life most certainly went
on back home while you were

or not - we too have changed.
If we never change
from the day we leave, but
things back home continue to
move ahead at pace, we will
only end up forcing ourselves
to fit back into the home we
remember in our minds, but
no longer exists in reality.
Unfortunatley though,
we return home with this
notion, that things will be in
the same place where we last
left them, from kitchen bowls
to our relationships with
friends and family. When we
realize they are not, that is
when we grow frustrated at
our lack of ability to relate to
the life we once knew at home.

only what will fit in a car load,
or for those who are lucky (or
just have a lot of stuff), a van
load; we’re perfectly capable
of living out of suitcases, or
garbage bags; and sometimes,
depending on where each other
is going, we travel in packs.
Theonlythingconstant
in our lives in change, and the
shifting and transitioning that
comes with living neither here
nor there often times sends
us looking for the familiar
and consistent to latch onto.
In our attempts to seek out a
shelter where we can take a
breather from the constant
change, we have developed
an affinity for the familiar
and consistent, many of us
putting home in that category.
It’s a slight shock to our
pride and a hit to our hopes then
when we return home to find
that life has gone on while we
were away and consequently,
as Mr. Wolfe discovered,
life at home has changed.

away. However, while life
has gone on, it has not gone
on without you. As college
students, it makes sense to
feel as though we don’t have
one, distinct, set place where
we live our lives. Feeling
disconnected, like we’ve been
uprooted for the time being, is
a natural result from having
lived our lives in two different
places where most people only
truly know one side of our
lives, the past or the present.
Whether or not we feel
connected to the world though,
nomadic college students are
not exempt from changing with
it. If the only thing constant
in the world is change, then
we are not left unaffected.
The change that we
see when we return home time
and time again can be so hard
to accept and fit into our reality.
Perhaps this is because we are
trying to return as the same
people we left as, when in fact
- whether we have realized it

It is not a matter of
one or the other, home or you
changing. Both change, home
and you, simultaneusly. When
we realize as college students
that life at home has not moved
on without us, but that it has
moved on in the same way
that we have moved on, going
back home becomes easier.
We stop falling into
the trap of comparing past
home life to the way it is now.
Instead we accept both past
and present notions of home,
realizing we were slighty
different back in the day than
•we are now and so home was
naturally percieved differently.
Thomas Wolfe is
right I can’t go back to the
same home I left for the first
time four years ago. Things
change. Neither then, can I
go back as the same person I
was when I originally left. If
I realize both me and home are
changing togther though, the
pieces might still fit.

"I'm going back
to a very different
home from the one
I originally left at
the ripe age of 17.

